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Editorial
A very high percentage of Samoan residents aren’t aware on the value of
our natural biodiversity and resources. This is a crucial factor to the
implementation of sustainable practices into community livelihoods as it
hinders the security of resources for generations in the future. ‘How does
the MNRE develop Samoa?’, is a question that will help Samoa
understand the importance of MNRE’s efforts in protecting the country’s
natural environment. It is to the Ministry’s concern to build community
capacity
through effective collaborations between the MNRE,
stakeholders and communities. Moreover, the Ministry has a vision of
improving quality of all Samoans (including future generations) by leading
the country to the sustainable management of its environment and
resources. By doing so, the Ministry is continuing to unite all stakeholders
and communities by lead Samoa towards sustainable developments. With
the goals set out in the Ministry’s workforce plans; Corporate Plans;
National Biodiversity Strategic Action Plans (NBSAP); National
Environment & Development Sector Plan (NESP) and our contributions to
Samoa Development Strategies (SDS), We (MNRE) will ensure the
safeguard of our natural environment for an improved human health as
long as we all work together to achieve these environmental goals.
The MNRE will continue to raise awareness to stakeholders and within
communities to ensure the mainstreaming of our goals for effective
implementation of proposed actions towards conserving our environment.
The issues in this newsletter provides insights on most of the works the
Ministry has carried out during the month of May. These activities
contribute to the betterment of environment management from
approaching key priority issues/concerns to vulnerable areas in which
Samoa is exposed to threats.
Further information regarding the Ministry’s role and plans for Samoa,
contact us at (+685)67200, or visit our website: www.mnre.gov.ws
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Overview
The Matuaileoo Environment Trust Incorporated (METI) is a Non-governmental Organisation which has been an advocate in the promotion of
environmentally friendly and sustainable development initiatives. It is through this service that it has enable it to be an important stakeholder
in the implementation of some of the MNRE’s work through some of the Divisions as well as recently through Climate Change Projects such
as the GEF funded “Economy Wide Adaptation to Climate Change (EWACC) Project”.
These interventions at the community level focused on healthy living and
enhancement of livelihoods to sustainable practices through various
activities such as Kitchen backyard gardens in forms of Agroforestry.
METI carried out training for various identified individuals in certain
communities who in turn carry out trainings for interested members within
their villagers. Hence, the practice is disseminated and replicated
elsewhere in the communities by different individuals.
Intrigued by the work implemented by METI, a site visit was co-ordinated
by GEF Division which involved the Resident Representative for the
UNDP local country office, the Head of FAO, the CEO for MAF,
representatives of MWCSD as well as representatives from MNRE. This
visit focused on farms at the Faleasiu and Nofoalii community.
Dr. Walter Vermullen (Director of METI) took the visiting delegation
through the different stages of how METI carries out its training activities,
the set up of co-operatives in the communities and leading by example.
Feedback was positive from the delegation on the efforts by METI in the
aspects of their work which contributes overall to combating activities
against ‘Climate Change’ and the empowerment of communities and
encouragement of improvement of livelihoods to sustainable
developments.

L-R: Kanjeng Notonegoro (UNDP Deputy Residential Rep), Lizbeth
Cullity (UNDP Residential Rep)

L-R: Dr. Walter Vuermullen (METI Director), Eriko Hibi (FAO
Subregional Coordinator for the Pacific Islands)

Community family in Nofoalii showcases their kitchen garden.

One of many kitchen gardens inspected during site visit
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INDC & NAMA

Saanapu School (PC. Taalili Leituala)

Renewable Energy Division (RED) took the initiative to carry out an
awareness campaign in around Upolu from to 1st to 3rd of May. The purpose
of this campaign was educate the students of Upolu on the goals set up by
MNRE to achieve Intended Nationally Determined Contributions (INDC)
targets; reducing Green House Gases (GHG); and to inform the students on
Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMA) that can help Samoa adapt
to the impacts of Climate Change.
Eight (8) schools from the rural areas were selected to be the target group to
this campaign and it had been a great success for Renewable Energy team.
RED team used innovative activities to educate the students and they’ve
commented that this campaign allowed the students enthusiastically engage
in learning about renewable energy as major part of our mitigation movement
to the uses of clean energy, as well as an adaptation approach to combat
Climate Change. Schools selected included:









Saanapu Primary
Vaovai Primary
Sapunaoa Primary
Tafitoala Primary
Palalaua College
Saana Primary
Safata College
Falealili College

Vaovai Primary School (PC. Taalili Leituala)

Tafitoala Primary School (PC. Taalili Leituala)

Sapunaoa Primary School (PC. Taalili Leituala)

Safata College (PC. Taalili Leituala)
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Sustainable Land Management for Critical Landscapes and MT.Vaea
resilience and ecosystem restoration
The School Awareness programme which was coordinated by MNRE of
Environment and Conservation (DEC) and supported by the 2 Million
Tree Planting Campaign through funds made available from the Adaptation Fund Project.
The event was conducted on the 4th May 2017 at the Vailima National
Reserve and organised by the Parks and Reserves team to bring together conservationists and experts from related fields within the Ministry to
share knowledge/skills and experiences with science students from the
invited colleges. The program aimed at raising the awareness of students of the importance of protecting and conserving the environment
where various invited speakers from within the Ministry were each asked
to talked about the important programs they are currently implemented.
The six speakers of the day includes Aliimuamua Setoa - Waste Management in Samoa, Moeumu Uili - Protected areas and Mt Vaea Restoration Project, Roini Tovia - Terrestrial conservation and programs, Pati Lene - Marine conservation programs, Joe Teó - 2 Million tree campaign and Suemalo Talie who spoke on the future careers
in the field of environment and conservation. The schools that were invited are:

Samoa College Students

Avele College Students

Samoa College - 75 students + 2 teachers
Vaimauga College - 7 students + 1 teacher
Leifiifi College - 36 students + 1 teacher
Avele College - 47 students + 3 teachers
The program was finished off with a tree planting activity to mark this
year's school awareness activity whereby all students planted a total of
560 native trees to support the Mt Vaea Ecological Resilience and Restoration Project. The program was designed to allow students to visit and
experience the type of work and the techniques applied on site when
implementing ecological restoration works. there was immediate request
from the schools to continue this important program in the coming years
due to its relevancy to science students' curriculum and also it has
stirred more interest with the students to learn more about the programs
we do concerning environment conservation. Schools and students are
encouraged to make requests to the Ministry if need support and assistance from the teams to conduct education programs to strengthen and
ensure our local schools are informed of the programs and activities
conducted by MNRE and partners.
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Vaimauga College Students

Tree planting for students covered 2 acres
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The Legal Consultants under the “Capacity for
Implementing Rio Conventions in Samoa” (Rio Project),
Lauaki Jason Annandale, Luatutu Andrea Volentras and
Savalenoa Mareva Betham-Annandale conducted public
consultations after a comprehensive and thorough review
of Samoa’s legislative frameworks on the three Rio
Conventions (UNFCCC, UNCCD and UNCBD) this
month. The review analysed existing legal instruments
and policies and looked at an in depth SWOT and gap
analysis of these instruments and how they are able to
meet and sustain implementation of the Rio Conventions
in Samoa.
For background, the Rio Project was officially launched in
September 2014 as a result of recommendations from the
National Capacity Self Assessment Project in 2007 which
looked at prioritizing capacity development needs that
cuts across the three conventions. The Rio Project has
three components namely; (1) Strengthened tools and
mechanisms for implementing Rio Conventions, (2) Public
Awareness raising and Information Management and (3)
Mainstreaming Rio Conventions in the Development
Sectors. Thus, the legal consultants were hired under
Component 1 to deliver legislative reforms and to provide
a sound administrative and regulatory framework for the
effective implementation of the Rio conventions in
Samoa. The legislative reforms should also enable the
Ministry to discharge its functions and reflect Samoa’s
international obligations under the conventions.
Public consultations were therefore held on the 4 and 5
May 2017 targeting all relevant stakeholders in both
Government and Private Sectors. The purpose of the
consultations was to consult the various stakeholders on
the reports and provided an opportunity for further
feedback. Prior to the wider consultations, the legal
consultants also conducted internal consultation in the
Ministry and focal points of the said conventions.

Victoria Faasili (MoH Principal CC & Health)

Brigitta Faafiti (MAF Lawyer)

Ruby Vaa (Acting Director USP Alafua)

Dr.Taema Imo Maua (NUS Professor)

Mele Hunter Betham-SWA (Legal Consultant)

Sala Josephine Stowers

Faletoi Tuilaepa (ACEO-MAF)

Ulu Bismarck Crawley (MNRE CEO)
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Latest Updates

9th-11th May

Overview
The Manumea or tooth billed pigeon is a large endangered species that is
categorized in IUCN Red List of Endangered species to be ‘critically
endangered.’ This means that its total population is less than 200 counted
species including less than 50 breeding species. This pigeon species
(Didunculus strigirostris) is significant to Samoan culture as it is endemic (found
only) to Samoa. It is currently considered to be Samoans national bird
representing Samoa at International and regional events.
This workshop was funded by Auckland Zoon and coordinated by the MNRE
division-Environment and Conservation, to develop a campaign strategy for
effective wildlife conservation especially Manumea. It brought together
stakeholders to share experiences and knowledge towards developing a
campaign plan and a strategic approach to reducing the impacts bird hunting
particularly Samoa’s national bird species, ‘the Manumea.’ objectives leads
towards the development of a strategy to reduce the impact of hunting native
birds in the wild in particular pigeon and flying foxes. This workshop targets to
develop a draft strategy for a campaign to reduce the impact of hunting on
Samoa’s wildlife birds, including the Manumea; to discuss on human
behaviours impacting the Manumea by identifying previous and ongoing efforts
to protecting the Manumea; to understand the core principles of effective
behaviour change campaign; and to understand the process for developing,
implementing and evaluating an effective behaviour change in campaign.
The representatives of MNRE, Czarina Stowers and Moeumu Uili assisted the
conservation consultants with presentations that highlights on previous efforts
made with recommendations being put foward; as well as identifying causes
root causes of wildlife population decline and strategy design for the newly
proposed campaign.
From the activities and knowledge discussions, all agreed that decision makers
(e.g: village council) should be at the forefront of this campaign once it is
finalised and ready to be executed according to level of authority and impact in
the community. The Uafato-Fagaloa representatives present at the workshop
revealed that Uafato village council currently enforces a moratorium for hunting
on any flying species with a fine of $1000 on any illegal hunting. Having village
leaders/decision makers ban activities which adds to the drop in Manumea
population is highly considered for this campaign. Read more, click the
following link: https://www.mnre.gov.ws/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/ManumeaProtection-Campaign-2017.pdf

Workshop facilitator: Steve Menzies of Flinch Marketing Ltd

Participants brainstorming ideas to formulate campaign strategies

L-R: Gian Luca and Su’emalo Talie Foliga

Workshop Participants group photo
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Fono a Komiti Faufautua o Punaoa Faalenatura ma Siosiomaga
The Minister Advisory Committee commenced with its third
meeting for Committee members residing in Upolu held in
TATTE Building in ; followed by another session for Savaii
residents held in Jet Over Hotel in . This committee (approved
by the cabinet) is to advise the government through MNRE
regarding environmental issues that is beyond the ministry’s
sight; and to provide feedback on the Ministry’s work that had
occurred in the communities. The committee also collaborates
with the Ministry in initiating new developments that contributes
to a sustainable economy, and they take initiative in leading
communities to sustainable livelihoods.
Advisory Committee meeting for members in Upolu

The committee members from both sessions shared to the
Ministry with ongoing issues that is currently causing threat to
communities livelihood health and economic concerns. Most
issues raised are of unsustainable practices that causes a major
threats to the availability of resources and harm to
environmental health. Associate Minister, Afioga Taefu Lemi
Taefu, chairman of the Advisory Committee meetings, had
advised the committee members on simple and safe solutions
that can be used as a ‘Immediate Response’ or ‘Quick
Reaction’ to any unsustainable activities that threatens the
health of populations and environment. These approaches if
carried out properly, will be a guaranteed ground to any
investigations carried out by MNRE to act on its Legal Rights.
The Advisory Committee will continue to collaborate with the
Ministry in creating a sustainably managed environment for
Samoa.

Advisory Committee Members

Advisory Committee meeting for members in Savaii
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Upolu

Savaii

1

Sei Sefo Sefo

Vaoliko Gafoaga

2

Seugamalii Tuiatua

Falesiuono Tuiloli Isaako

3

Laufili Peti

Pepe Vainalepa

4

Mele Ai

Fao Ualesi Fao

5

Ulae Etelagi Solia

Levao Aiulu

6

Loau Matauaina Keleti Pasi

Fuli Pisa

7

Pula Tavita

Saluatele Pualele Kitara

8

Lesa Ogeuta

Autagavaia Uiese

9

Ese Faasaulala

Masau Fualaau

10

Filisi Hala

Polataivao Poulava

11

Penoa Lefulefu

Mamea Pepa

12

Tagoai Tausafa

Maiava Palaisa

13

Manu Fale Sailimalo

Laulu Filimaua

14

Feagai Kirifi

Poulava Foaimua

15

Faamanu Tavita Kaisa

Lauano Peresi

16

Seulu Iloa

Lealaiauloto Falefa
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Overview
The 2 Million Tree planting Campaign is a national initiative to help
advance the cause for sustainable forest management, rehabilitate
degraded land areas, the preservation of water resources and
protection of biological diversity whilst contributing to mitigation the
impacts of climate change. The forests systems are often
vulnerable to impacts of human activities. Coordinated by the
MNRE through Forestry Division, other divisions of the Ministry
fully supports the implementation of the project as it interlinks with
key priorities/objectives of their divisions.
The project is also supported by various multi-sectors and projects
of MAF, MWCSD, METI, SFA, WIBDI, STEC, SUNGO, FFI,
CSSP, SCS and OLSS. It is funded by 5 interlinked projects:
1.
ICCRIFS (Forestry Division)
2.
SMSMCL (Land Management Division)
3.
AF project (PUMA)
4.
FPAM (Forestry Division)
5.
STEC Project (MCIL).

Distribution of Samoan native tree saplings (P.C: Forestry Division)

The Ministry had continue to plant tree saplings since 2015. It has
covered many areas of Samoa’s landmass; covering degraded and
watershed areas of Upolu and Savaii.
The campaign leader ACEO-Moafanua Tolusina Pouli targets to carry
out further tree planting in June for the districts of Anoamaa, Aleipata
and Safata. Coordination between all involving MNRE divisions in the
Ministry has been major component in the implementation of this
campaign.

Samoa’s future Conservationist assists MNRE (P.C: Forestry Division)

There are tree planting activities for each month and the Ministry
invites Samoa to participate in this important campaign as it will aid in
the improvement of Samoa’s environmental health. Citizens of all
ages are welcomed; for further details regarding this campaign,
please contact: Forestry Division, Phone: 67200 (Ext 244).

Participants during Mt Vaea restoration project organised by National Parks &
Reserves Section (DEC)-(P.C: Forestry Division)
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“Focal Point Training on Excel Spreadsheet Tool for the Rio Conventions”
Overview
This training is part of ‘Component 1: Legal Framework Review’ of
Rio Convention Project. It falls under Output 1.3-Training on best
practice approaches to Implement Rio Conventions following the
previous implementation actions of strengthening environmental
legal instruments and effective tools for Rio Convention
implementation at local level.
The training focuses on introducing the staff to mechanisms and
tools used to implement Rio Conventions into Samoa. The legal
consultants educated the staff on how to use these tools in
identifying gaps within our policies and regulations to ensure
maximum security of Samoa’s share in and from the Rio
Conventions.
The consultants stressed out the importance of the training to
identifying approaches in terms of what Samoa can do to fulfil
obligations set up by Rio Convention Project-Legal Components.
This approach needs a centralized system where staff are able to
integrate responsibility by using all available analytical tools to
understand Samoa’s rights in Rio obligations and all legislations that
are relevant to the conventions obligations.
The analytical tool provide options in which Samoa could take in
meeting the obligations. These options will narrow out the focus for
our country by identifying urgent matters to least concerns in terms
of fulfilling these obligations. Mareva Annadale (Legal Consultant)
elaborates on the benefits using this approach; it will aid in
identifying various benefits in which Samoa is entitled for it is once
implemented. She clarified the availability of support from
International Countries; as long as we are updated with information
by understanding the link between legislations. ’Policies aren’t as
strong as regulations; therefore decision making is a key issue to
integrate all information. The decision to enforce a policy will help
make a regulation which will not only aid Samoa in implementing
Rio Conventions; but to also benefit from it.
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MNRE staff practices the use of database tools to identify
approaches in which Samoa can follow when countering issues.

Ms.Mareva reassures the importance of access to information
to ensure support provided by International Agreements (Rio
Convention Project)

Mr.Schuster clarifies and elaborates on articles in CBD-Rio
Conventions.

Latest Update

27th May

The Ministry participated in a Multi-Sectoral Apia clean up as preparations to
Samoa’s 55th Independence Day Celebrations. This year MNRE is to assist
Samoa Tourism Authority (STA) with Apia area clean up from Seana Bar
(Sogi) towards Fish Market (Savalalo). Participants had a gnarly experience
during this event; cleaning up layers of wastes and rubbish products along
Sogi and Savalalo seawall. These wastes were thrown over and into the
seawall structures; 90% of these wastes are from consumed products such
as foam cups, food wraps and empty soda cans.
Where there’s an issue there’s always a solution; and with this
environmental issue, all of it can be prevented if and only if Samoa practices
4R’s of Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Refuse.
Although the MNRE was asked to assist with preparations for Independence
day, the Ministry believes that pollution is one of the biggest environmental
issues in Samoa; which everyone aren’t aware of it ‘s negative impacts.
Most are limited to a mentality-‘tragedy of the commons’; where anyone and
everyone do whatever they please and an issue isn’t a problem to whoever
caused it. However, the MNRE has administered a Waste and Management
Act 2010 which provides guidelines in governing our use of resources and
control disposal of wastes for a healthy and safe environment. This act
states the authority responsible to managing wastes in Samoa (MNRE). It
also states the do’s and don’ts as well as consequences faced whenever
the MNRE is reported with such activity regarding pollution.
The MNRE will continue to cooperate with SPREP and multi-stakeholders in
educating and raising awareness to anyone and everyone on the
importance of waste management for a healthy environment.
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Photo Credit: Tufalaaia Tuipoloa

continue next page...
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29th May

Community Integrated Management (CIM) Plan Review
PC. STA

Overview
Climate change has shown its true negative effects in the Pacific
islands since the early 19th century; as it has been observed from
some of its impacts to degrading coastal areas. As a response to
these impacts, Samoa developed a first generation CIMP that
primarily focused on the protection of communities and assets in
coastal areas and these plans were named ‘Coastal Infrastructure
Management Plans; by 2007 all districts had a developed CIMP.
However, the government decided to revise the plan by adopting a
ridge to reef approach that not only involves coastal communities
but also inland communities, and it is now renamed ‘Community
Integrated Management Plans’. This plan involves two major
leading projects (PPCR Project-Funded by World Bank group; and
AF Project funded by UNDP’s Adaptation Fund) that is coordinated
by the MNRE with the support from multi-stakeholders. The
projects implement all tasks required by CIM plan. Since the CIM
plan was approved in 2006, it is important to review all its goals,
objectives and focus due to the changes caused by CC impacts
within the 10 year period from 2006-2016.

Consultations in Aleipata Tupa i Lalo District (PC. PUMA)

The CIMP review 2017 required re-consultations processes with all
41 districts of Samoa. These consultations started in 2016 and had
concluded with consultations with Faleata Districts in May 2017.
Consultations in Safata District (PC. PUMA)

The review process had 6 stages.
1.
Consultations with Community Matai’s and leaders
2.
Consultations with Community members
3.
Site visit to assess community assets that are vulnerable to
CC impact.
4.
Consultations with District
5.
Gathering and managing of information from consultation to
draft new plan for the next 10 years.
6.
Approval of revised CIM plan for the next implementation
years.
The review process is has just finished with stage 4; and Project
team leaders are currently in progress with stage 5.

During a site visit in Salesatele village, Falealili District (PC. PUMA)
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This years thanksgiving service theme is ‘valaauina e tautala atu (called to speak
out).’ This statement holds meaning as we were reminded by Afioga Deacon.
Kasiano Leaupepe (Taitaifono Fono a Ekalesia i Samoa) to acknowledge how our
beloved country gained its independence. “Our forefathers had fought for the
survival of our Samoan people; with this movement we are able to build with our
own hands a future. We praise The Higher Power for all He has done for Samoa
since 1962, and we continue to develop our small Island nation to be a great role
model in every aspect in the Pacific Region”, he said.
The MNRE took part in this thanksgiving service joining MESC, MOH and
Toefuataina Tafaigata in singing hymns for this service. The Ministry started the
service with the hymn: Pese 235 (Ekalesia Metotisi i Samoa) which we’ve
prepared for 2 weeks before occasion.
The Ministry is grateful for our forefathers movement towards gaining Samoa’s
freedom from foreign imperialism. Samoa’s freedom allowed us to use our own
resources for our own benefits rather than letting foreigners exploit it for their own
developments. We are also grateful for all efforts made in managing the natural
resources of Samoa since the start of MNRE till now. As ambassadors of our
Environment, we celebrate our efforts and continue to strive in managing our
resources for equitable benefits shared amongst the citizens of Samoa.

MNRE Staff Choir
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His Highness Head of State. Afioga Tui Atua Tupua Tamasese Efi
and Her Highness Masiofo Filifilia Tamasese nee Imo

L-R: Rev. Maauga F. Motu (Failautusi F.E.S), Afioga Deacon.
Kasiano Leaupepe (Taitaifono Fono a Ekalesia Kerisiano Samoa),
Rev. Fiti Aloalii

Other news...
4th May
Saint Marys Primary School Science Fair
Theme: ‘Impacts of Climate Change’.
Sailele Aimaasu (Senior Capacity Building Officer) represented
the MNRE as one of the judges during the event. This was a
great platform for students of St.Marys Primary to showcase
their inventories and projects in which they believe will be a
counter act against CC impacts.
Ms Sailele was amazed of the ideas the students had
presented and it had reflected a great understanding of this
ages level on the importance of dealing with CC impacts. In
Addition, St.Marys Primary is a leading role model for all
primary schools in Samoa who are effectively implementing
waste management. St Marys primary was recognized with an
award in 2016 for their continuous efforts in saving our
environment. Also, most of the participants in the Newspaper
children’s corner (Page sponsored by the MNRE) are students
from St.Marys Primary School.

MNRE Representative—Sailele Aimaasu during Science Fair. (PC. Taalili
Leituala)

4th May
National Firefighters Day-Marathon Race
The MNRE was invited to the commemoration of Fire &
Emergency Services Authority 10 years anniversary in their
services. It featured a marathon race in which the MNRE team
participated and was placed 3rd out of all 14 teams who competed
during this event. This was a great achievement as the team was
competing with other teams who had camped specifically for this
marathon, 3 weeks before the event. The team was proudly lead
by DMO ACEO– Muliagatele Filomena Nelson, and assisted by
WRD ACEO– Asuao Malaki Iakopo.

Backrow (L-R): Malaki Iakopo, SoalaTuavao, Fili Brewster, Kathleen Taituave,
Filomena Nelson, Aussie Simanu
Frontrow (L-R): Sapati Sapati Sapati, Mataua Maua Lui, Josephina Chan Ting,
Viliamu Aukuso Fruean

24th May
Faigalotu Matagaluega o Siosiomaga ma Punaoa
Faalenatura
The Ministry commenced with its quarterly role of conducting
prayer services at Maota o Fale tatalo located at Mt.Vaea.
This event is organised by Komiti O le Maota o Fale Tatalo.
Ministries and sectors are invited to carry out prayer
services with the purpose of giving thanks to the Lord
Almighty for His endless unconditional love upon us. The
public are invited to join the public sectors during these
prayer services as it does assists everyone in cooperating
together in fulfilling our sole purpose on earth.

MNRE quarterly thanksgiving service at Mt Vaea House of Prayers
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Upcoming events for June...

Independence Day Clean Up

Advisory Committee meeting NO.4

Low emission vehicle options for Samoa transport-NAMA

Tree planting Vaimauga District

Health Sector Consultation-Disaster Risk Management

WRD School Awareness programs

Biolog filters introduced to communities

Scrap metal Workshop

Feel free to provide feedback on the quality of the MNRE’s newsletter. Every and any comment contributes to the
improvement of this service to all.
Contact us- Phone: (+685) 67200 │ Email: roland.setu@mnre.gov.ws │website: www.mnre.gov.ws
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